ALBERT CITY THRESHERMEN AND COLLECTORS SHOW
Exhibitors Stock Tractor Pull
Rules and Regulations
Stock Class –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tractors will be scored by distance pulled.
Classes will be 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, 6000 6500, 7500, 8500 and 9500 pounds.
An entry fee of $15.00 per hook.
Tractors may pull only once in each weight class, but may be in as many classes as they can make weight.
Draw bars 20” maximum height and 24” minimum from the center of the rear axle to point of hookup on
draw bar. Draw bar must have ¾” pin or nut and bolt for 3” stationary clevis.
6. Tractor tires cannot be more than 18” off the ground while pulling. Judges will stop any tractor if it is
being operated in an unsafe manner.
7. Tractors must be in neutral when hooking up to the skid and when unhooking from the skid.
8. Termination of pull--Pull stops when tractor stops forward motion. No jumping or jerking.
9. Re-pulls may be granted if the driver stops within 50’ of starting line.
10. Tractor drivers cannot be under the influence or consume alcoholic beverages during the tractor pull.
11. Driver must remain on tractor seat and drive in low gear running at stock RPM’s having at least one hand
on the steering wheel at all times. Excessive speeds will be disqualified by flagman or judges. 3.5 m.p.h.
stock, 14 m.p.h. open.
12. No duals, no shaved tires, no oversized rims, no hot rods, no turbos, and absolutely no fuel mixtures will
be allowed!
13. JUDGE’S DECISIONS ON ANY AND ALL MATTERS ARE FINAL!

*************************************************
All rules will be interpreted by the rules committee. The committee will rule on any unforeseen problems or
oversights with their rulings being final.
There will be a drivers meeting prior to the start of the tractor pull. All drivers are required to attend.
Tractors through 1960

ALL DRIVERS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER DUE TO INSURANCE PURPOSES

